Manifesto

I, Karan Nikam (150040022), contesting for the post of Hostel 9 – Dance Secretary, if elected, propose to do the following:-

Initiatives

● Will co-ordinate with the Cultural Councillor and Music Secretary to establish proper music system in the Super-Lounge

Inter – Hostel Events

● Will ensure that the students of hostel are well informed about the Inter Hostel Dance events (Gyrations, Sophie Dance League) through Posters and proper publicity through the social media to create enthusiasm and increase participation of the hostel inmates
● Will try to put up the best team forward for these competitions
● Will make sure that the Theme Meets are conducted well in advance and practice sessions are started at the earliest to present a winning performance
● Will put up a poster consisting of the names of all the performers in Gyrations on the notice boards and on the Facebook page along with the Team Photograph

Hostel Events

● Will extend my full cooperation to the hostel council in all hostel events such as PAF, 9tanki and Valedictory Function
● Will co-operate with the hostel council in organizing festivals like Diwali, Republic Day, etc
● Will coordinate with the Cultural Councillor and PFA Secretary to ensure that all the Dance events and performances are covered and pictures and videos related to them are shared on the Facebook Page
● Will ensure that all the practice sessions are conducted safely by keeping Relief Sprays and First Aid kit in the Super-Lounge
● Will organize Basic Dance Workshops

Miscellaneous

● In coordination with the Maintenance Council, I will do the following:
  ▪ Get a new mirror placed properly in place of the broken one
  ▪ Get the iron nails on the dance floor fixed properly

Credentials

● Performed in AIDS 2016
● Performed in Gyrations 2016
● Represented the Hostel in Freshiezza Group Dance Competition
● Performed in Arabian Nights
● Received Cultural Special Mention in Hostel Awards 2015-16